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(54) METHOD, SYSTEM AND APPARATUS FOR TIMING ADJUSTMENT

(57) A method, a system and an apparatus for ad-
justing timing are disclosed. The method includes: judg-
ing (S101) whether an Access Point (AP) in service of a
User Equipment (UE) changes; and sending (S102) tim-
ing adjustment signaling to correct uplink timing of the
UE if an AP in service of the UE changes, so as to enable
the UE to adjust the timing, thereby shortening delay of
the uplink signals received by the AP in service. By still
applying a short uplink CP, the system relieves inter-sym-
bol crosstalk and inter-subcarrier interference, and there-
fore reduces the system overhead and improves the uti-
lization of system capacity.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Pat-
ent Application No. 200810176042.5, filed with the Chi-
nese Patent Office on November 6, 2008 and entitled
"Method, System and Apparatus for Adjusting Timing",
which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to network com-
munications technologies, and in particular, to a method,
a system, and an apparatus for adjusting timing.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] In a radio communication system, Coordinated
Multi-Point transmission or reception (CoMP) is a tech-
nology for improving overall performance of a cell and
performance of cell-edge User Equipments (UEs).
Downlink CoMP transmission means that multiple trans-
mitters distributed in different locations send data to the
UE jointly, and uplink CoMP reception means that mul-
tiple receivers distributed in different locations receive
data from the UE together and process the data jointly.
[0004] Network nodes in a CoMP system include: an
evolved NodeB (eNodeB) and one or more Access Points
(APs). An AP is a node that includes at least a radio
frequency transceiver. Multiple APs are distributed geo-
graphically and connected to the eNodeB. In a CoMP
system, multiple APs may coordinate to transmit or re-
ceive data from the UE. The coordinating APs may come
from the same eNodeB or different eNodeBs. Generally,
when multiple APs serve the UE, the UE selects an AP
as an anchor AP for sending control information, and
other APs are secondary APs for sending service infor-
mation.
[0005] Generally, in the initial cell synchronization, the
UE determines the AP with a strongest signal as an an-
chor AP of the UE according to the detected signal
strength of the synchronization channel, and determines
the downlink timing according to the synchronization
channel of the anchor AP. Before sending the service
information, the UE needs to initiate random access to
get synchronized with the network in the uplink direction.
At this time, the UE selects the uplink random access
channel corresponding to the anchor AP to transmit serv-
ice information. The anchor AP sends initial synchroni-
zation adjustment information to the UE according to the
uplink synchronization requirement of the local cell to en-
sure uplink timing synchronization of the UE which uses
this AP as an anchor AP.
[0006] In the prior art, the system generally tolerates
a certain time spreading without deteriorating perform-
ance. For example, in an Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) system, an OFDM symbol is gen-
erally preceded by a Cyclic Prefix (CP) overhead. The
time spreading (multi-path) in a CP may be removed

through simple processing on the receiver. That is, Inter-
Symbol Interference (ISI) can be eliminated when the CP
is greater than the time spreading.
[0007] In the prior art, when the coordination mode of
the AP in service of the UE changes, the eNodeB or the
UE determines whether it is necessary to provide CoMP
transmission or reception for the UE according to an AP
selection rule, and determines how many APs are re-
quired for providing the CoMP service. When the coor-
dination mode changes, for example, when the CoMP
service is provided by a single AP earlier but by multiple
APs later, the following synchronization problems occur:
[0008] In the uplink direction, it is assumed that uplink
timing synchronization is performed by the UEs which
use the same AP as an anchor AP, and that all APs have
the same uplink timing reference. The AP receives infor-
mation from multiple UEs, including the UEs which use
this AP as an anchor AP and the UEs which use this AP
as a secondary AP.
[0009] In the uplink direction, the signals on the AP
side are processed by the same receiver uniformly. When
the arrival time spreading of strong signals from different
UEs goes beyond the uplink CP, or strong signals from
some UEs arrive ahead of the uplink timing reference,
the CP is unable to eliminate inter-symbol crosstalk or
inter-subcarrier interference caused by such signals,
which deteriorates performance. Although the arrival
time of strong signals of only a few UEs falls outside the
CP (the signals arrive at the time before or after the CP)
in emulation statistics, great inter-subcarrier interference
is still caused by uniform uplink processing on the receiv-
er, and the impact upon other UEs in the uplink direction
is more serious than that in the downlink direction.
[0010] A solution to the uplink problems in the prior art
is that: A longer uplink CP is set to eliminate inter-symbol
crosstalk and inter-subcarrier interference in the uplink
direction. This solution leads to a great system overhead
and impairs the system capacity.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a method, a system, and an apparatus for adjusting tim-
ing, with a view to eliminating inter-symbol crosstalk and
inter-subcarrier interference and avoiding a great system
overhead.
[0012] A timing adjustment method provided in an em-
bodiment of the present invention includes:

judging whether an AP in service of a UE changes;
and
sending timing adjustment signaling to correct uplink
timing of the UE if an AP in service of the UE changes,
so as to enable the UE to adjust the timing.

[0013] A timing adjustment system provided in an em-
bodiment of the present invention includes:
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a network-side device, configured to judge whether
an AP in service of a UE changes, and send timing
adjustment signaling to correct uplink timing of the
UE if an AP in service of the UE changes, so as to
enable the UE to adjust the timing; and
the UE, configured to receive the timing adjustment
signaling sent by the network-side device, and adjust
the uplink timing of the UE according to the timing
adjustment signaling.

[0014] A network-side device provided in an embodi-
ment of the present invention includes:

a judging unit, configured to judge whether an AP in
service of a UE changes; and
a sending unit, configured to send timing adjustment
signaling to correct uplink timing of the UE if the judg-
ing unit determines that an AP in service of the UE
changes, so as to enable the UE to adjust the timing.

[0015] A UE provided in an embodiment of the present
invention includes:

a signaling receiving unit, configured to receive tim-
ing adjustment signaling sent by a base station; and
a timing adjusting unit, configured to adjust uplink
timing of the UE according to the timing adjustment
signaling received by the signaling receiving unit.

[0016] In the embodiments of the present invention,
when an AP in service of the UE changes, the network-
side device sends timing adjustment signaling to correct
uplink timing of the UE, so as to enable the UE to adjust
the timing, thereby shortening delay of the uplink signals
received by APs in service. By still applying a short uplink
CP, the system relieves inter-symbol crosstalk and inter-
subcarrier interference, and therefore reduces the sys-
tem overhead and improves the utilization of system ca-
pacity.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017] To describe the technical solution under the
present invention more clearly, the following describes
the accompanying drawings involved in the embodi-
ments of the present invention. Apparently, the accom-
panying drawings outlined below are not exhaustive, and
persons of ordinary skill in the art can derive other draw-
ings from such accompanying drawings without any cre-
ative effort.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a timing adjustment method
in an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG 2 shows how to adjust timing of a UE according
to timing of an AP in service closest to the UE in an
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a flowchart of another timing adjustment
method in an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of another timing adjustment
method in an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG 5 shows a structure of a timing adjustment sys-
tem in an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 shows a structure of a base station in an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 shows a structure of another base station in
an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 8 shows a structure of a base station in an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 shows a structure of a UE in an embodiment
of the present invention; and
FIG. 10 shows a structure of another UE in an em-
bodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0018] The following detailed description is provided
with reference to the accompanying drawings to provide
a thorough understanding of the present invention. Evi-
dently, the drawings and the detailed description are
merely part of embodiments of the present invention rath-
er than all embodiments. All other embodiments, which
can be derived by those skilled in the art from the em-
bodiments provided herein without any creative effort,
shall fall within the scope of the present invention.
[0019] The embodiments of the present invention pro-
vide a timing adjustment method. By using the method,
the uplink timing of the UE whose AP in service changes
is adjusted, so as to ensure performance of the UE and
reduce the impact on other UEs in the system.
[0020] In the embodiments of the present invention,
when the UE is in a single-point transmitting or receiving
state, the uplink timing is adjusted in a general timing
adjustment way, namely, adjusted by using the uplink
timing of an AP in service for reference; when the coor-
dination mode of the AP in service of the UE changes,
the uplink timing is adjusted according to the uplink timing
of the AP in service closest to this UE.
[0021] As shown in FIG. 1, a timing adjustment method
in an embodiment of the present invention includes the
following steps:

Step S101: Judge whether an AP in service of the
UE changes.
Step S102: Send timing adjustment signaling to cor-
rect uplink timing of the UE if an AP in service of the
UE changes, so as to enable the UE to adjust the
timing.

[0022] When the UE is in a single-point transmitting or
receiving state, the uplink timing of the UE is adjusted
according to the uplink timing of an AP in service of the
UE, namely, an anchor AP of the UE.
[0023] The change of an AP in service of the UE may
be: The UE changes from the single-point transmitting
or receiving state to the state of being served by APs in
coordination mode. An AP in service of the UE changes
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accordingly, for example, the number of APs in service
of the UE changes from one to many; or one or more of
APs in service that provides coordination for the UE
change, for example, at least one of the APs in service
is deleted or a new AP is added.
[0024] Further, in step S102, base on the foregoing
two scenarios, namely, that is, based on the change of
an AP in service of the UE, the network-side device may
check whether the change of the earliest time of arrival
of a strong signal of the UE at each AP in service exceeds
a preset threshold, and sends timing adjustment signal-
ing to correct the uplink timing of the UE only if the change
of the earliest time of arrival exceeds the preset threshold.
In this way, the timing of the UE can be adjusted in time,
and the delay of the uplink signal received by the ∆Ps in
service is shortened. In addition, timing of the UE is not
adjusted too frequently.
[0025] For example, multiple ∆Ps in service exist, and
a strong signal of the UE arrives at the anchor AP first,
but the anchor AP changes. The uplink timing of the UE
is corrected only if the difference between the time of
receiving the strong signal at the anchor AP before
change and the time of receiving the strong signal at the
anchor AP after change exceeds a preset threshold. The
strong signal is a signal of specific strength. In practice,
the strength of a UE signal received by an AP is set to
be greater than or equal to a specific value. The meaning
of a strong signal defined here applies the following de-
scriptions.
[0026] In step S102, sending the timing adjustment sig-
naling to correct the uplink timing of the UE may be: ob-
taining the uplink timing of the AP in service closest to
the UE, adjusting the uplink timing of the UE according
to the uplink timing of the AP in service closest to the UE,
and sending the timing adjustment signaling to the UE.
[0027] Obtaining the uplink timing of the AP in service
closest to the UE may be: measuring time of arrival of a
strong UE signal at each AP in service, determining the
earliest time of arrival as the time of arrival of the strong
UE signal at the AP in service closest to the UE, and
obtaining the uplink timing of the AP in service closest to
the UE. The uplink timing of the AP in service closest to
the UE (namely, time of the UE sending an uplink signal)
may be the uplink timing of a previous signal plus a timing
adjustment value, where the uplink timing of the previous
signal may be understood as the time of arrival of the
strong UE signal at the AP in service closest to the UE,
and the timing adjustment value may be equal to the ex-
pected time of arrival minus the arrival time of the previ-
ous signal.
[0028] Before the obtaining of the uplink timing of the
AP in service closest to the UE, it is necessary to deter-
mine an AP in service of the UE. The method for deter-
mining an AP in service may be: The UE measures a
signal quality of each AP except an anchor AP of the UE;
after it is determined that a difference between a signal
quality of a first AP except an anchor AP of the UE and
a signal quality of the anchor AP is less than a first preset

value (such as 6 dB), the first AP is added as an AP in
service of the UE according to the information about the
first AP reported by the UE. The anchor AP is an AP
corresponding to a best-quality signal received by the
UE. If the number of ∆Ps in service of the UE changes
from one to many, the anchor AP is generally the single
AP serving the UE. However, if the signal quality of the
single AP deteriorates, the UE may determine a new an-
chor AP by measuring signal quality. If any change occurs
in the ∆Ps in service of the UE, it is determined that the
∆Ps in service of the UE change. The signal quality may
be represented by a Reference Signal Received Power
(RSRP) value.
[0029] Before the obtaining of the uplink timing of the
AP in service closest to the UE, it is necessary to deter-
mine an AP in service of the UE. The method for deter-
mining an AP in service may be: The network-side device
measures the quality of uplink signals received by differ-
ent ∆Ps from the UE; after it is determined that the dif-
ference between the signal quality at a second AP except
the anchor AP and the signal quality at the anchor AP is
less than a second preset value (such as 6 dB), the sec-
ond AP is added as an AP in service of the UE. When
any of the ∆Ps in service of the UE changes, it is deter-
mined that the ∆Ps in service of the UE change. The
network-side device may determine which AP in service
is an anchor AP according to the uplink signal sent by
the UE to the AP, or may use an anchor AP selected by
the UE as the anchor AP directly.
[0030] The foregoing timing adjustment signaling may
be carried in signaling that is sent by the base station to
notify the UE of a change of a coordination mode, or
carried in other downlink control signaling.
[0031] After the timing adjustment signaling is sent to
the UE, the UE may adjust the timing of the UE according
to the timing adjustment signaling.
[0032] In the foregoing timing adjustment method,
when the number of ∆Ps in service of the UE changes
from one to many, or when an AP in service of the UE
changes, the network-side device sends timing adjust-
ment signaling to correct the uplink timing of the UE so
as to enable the UE to adjust the timing, thereby short-
ening the delay of uplink signals received by the ∆Ps in
service. By still applying a short uplink CP, the system
relieves inter-symbol crosstalk and inter-subcarrier inter-
ference, and therefore reduces the system overhead and
improves the utilization of system capacity.
[0033] When the coordination mode of the ∆Ps in serv-
ice of the UE changes, the timing of the UE is adjusted
according to the timing of the AP in service closest to the
UE. As shown in FIG 2, in such case, the uplink timing
of UE2 is adjusted by using the timing of the AP in service
closest to UE2 (AP2 in FIG. 2) as an uplink timing refer-
ence. Therefore, the signal of UE2 arrives at AP1 after
the uplink timing reference, but arrives at AP2 right at the
uplink timing reference. Similarly, the signal of UE1 ar-
rives at AP1 right at the uplink timing reference, and ar-
rives at AP2 after the uplink timing reference. That is, the
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time of arrival of the UE signal at the AP closest to the
UE is near the uplink timing reference, but the time of
arrival of the UE signal at the AP farther away from the
UE is after the uplink timing reference.
[0034] After such adjustment is performed for different
UEs, the spreading of arrival time of strong signals re-
ceived by the APs from different UEs is relieved. Through
emulation statistics, a short CP in the uplink direction is
enough for meeting performance requirements of most
UEs.
[0035] In the following embodiments, the signal quality
is represented by an RSRP value.
[0036] As shown in FIG. 3, another timing adjustment
method in an embodiment of the present invention in-
cludes the following steps:

Step S301: The UE selects an anchor AP, and de-
termines the downlink timing of the UE according to
a synchronization channel of the anchor AP.

[0037] In the initial cell synchronization, the UE deter-
mines the AP with a strongest signal as an anchor AP of
the UE according to the detected signal strength of the
synchronization channel, and determines the downlink
timing of the UE according to the synchronization channel
of the anchor AP.
[0038] Step S302: The UE initiates random access and
performs synchronization with the network in the uplink
direction. At this time, the UE selects an uplink random
access channel corresponding to the anchor AP to trans-
mit signals, and the anchor AP sends initial synchroni-
zation adjustment information t1 to the UE according to
the uplink synchronization requirement of the cell of the
anchor AP.
[0039] Nevertheless, the anchor AP also sends the
synchronization adjustment information t1 to other UEs
to ensure uplink timing synchronization of all UEs that
use the AP as the anchor AP.
[0040] Step S303: In service transmission state of the
UE, the UE measures the RSRP of a downlink common
pilot signal from other APs. When an AP meets a require-
ment (for example, when the difference between the
RSRP value of an AP and that of the anchor AP is less
than 6 dB), the UE reports the RSRP to the eNodeB.
[0041] Step S304: The eNodeB determines the AP that
meets the requirement as a new AP in service of the UE,
measures time of arrival of a strong UE signal at the AP
and the anchor AP, and obtains the time of arrival of the
strong UE signal at the AP in service closest to the UE.
[0042] Step S305: The eNodeB sends a signaling mes-
sage which instructs the UE to add the AP as a secondary
AP of the UE, adjusts the timing of the UE according to
the time of arrival of the strong UE signal at the AP in
service closest to the UE, sends timing adjustment sig-
naling, and provides the CoMP service for the UE.
[0043] In the timing adjustment method above, the UE
measures the RSRP from other APs. When an AP meets
a specific requirement, the eNodeB adds the AP as a

new AP in service according to the measurement result
reported by the UE, and measures the time of arrival of
a strong UE signal at the new AP in service and the an-
chor AP. The eNodeB determines the time of arrival of
the strong UE signal at the AP in service closest to the
UE according to the measured time of arrival of the strong
UE signal, and adjusts the uplink timing of the UE by
using the determined time of arrival for reference, thereby
shortening the delay of the uplink signal received by the
APs in service. By still applying a short uplink CP, the
system relieves inter-symbol crosstalk and inter-subcar-
rier interference, and reduces the system overhead and
improves the utilization of system capacity.
[0044] The network-side device mentioned in this em-
bodiment may be an eNodeB. If an AP provides relevant
functions of the eNodeB, the network-side device may
also be the AP.
[0045] As shown in FIG. 4, another timing adjustment
method in an embodiment of the present invention in-
cludes the following steps:

Step S401: The UE selects an anchor AP, and de-
termines the downlink timing of the UE according to
a synchronization channel of the anchor AP.
Step S402: The UE initiates random access and per-
forms synchronization with the network in the uplink
direction.
Steps S401 and S402 are the same as steps S301
and S302 respectively.
Step S403: In service transmission state of the UE,
the eNodeB measures the uplink signal power re-
ceived by different APs from the UE. When finding
that the difference between the received signal pow-
er by an AP and the received signal power by the
anchor AP is less than 6 dB, the eNodeB adds the
AP as a new AP in service of the UE, and measures
the time of arrival of a strong UE signal at the AP
and the anchor AP, so as to obtain the time of arrival
of the strong UE signal at the AP in service closest
to the UE.
Step S404: The eNodeB sends a signaling message
which instructs the UE to add the AP as its secondary
AP of the UE, adjusts the timing of the UE according
to the time of arrival of the strong UE signal at the
AP in service closest to the UE (for example, the AP
which receives the signal from the UE first, among
the anchor AP and secondary APs), sends timing
adjustment signaling, and provides the CoMP serv-
ice for the UE.

[0046] In the timing adjustment method above, the eN-
odeB measures the uplink signal power received by dif-
ferent APs from the UE. When an AP meets a specific
requirement, the eNodeB adds this AP as a new AP in
service of the UE, and measures the time of arrival of the
strong UE signal at the new AP in service and the anchor
AP. The eNodeB determines the time of arrival of the
strong UE signal at the AP in service closest to the UE
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according to the measured time of arrival of the strong
UE signal, and adjusts the uplink timing of the UE by
using the determined time of arrival for reference, thereby
shortening the delay of the uplink signal received by the
APs in service. By still applying a short uplink CP, the
system relieves inter-symbol crosstalk and inter-subcar-
rier interference, and therefore reduces the system over-
head and improves the utilization of system capacity.
[0047] As shown in FIG. 5, a timing adjustment system
in an embodiment of the present invention includes:

a network-side device 51, configured to judge wheth-
er an AP in service of a UE 52 changes, and send
timing adjustment signaling to correct uplink timing
of the UE 52 if an AP in service of the UE 52 changes,
so as to enable the UE 52 to adjust the timing; and
the UE 52, configured to receive the timing adjust-
ment signaling sent by the network-side device 51,
and adjust the uplink timing of the UE 52 according
to the timing adjustment signaling.

[0048] The network-side device 51 in this embodiment
may be an eNodeB or an AP in service, and the eNodeB
mentioned herein is an example of base stations.
[0049] In the timing adjustment system above, when
an AP in service of the UE 52 changes, the network-side
device 51 sends timing adjustment signaling to correct
the uplink timing of the UE 52 so as to enable the UE 52
to adjust the timing, thereby shortening the delay of uplink
signals received by the APs in service. By still applying
a short uplink CP, the system relieves inter-symbol cross-
talk and inter-subcarrier interference, and therefore re-
duces the system overhead and improves the utilization
of system capacity.
[0050] As shown in FIG. 6, a network-side device pro-
vided in an embodiment of the present invention includes:

a judging unit 511, configured to judge whether an
AP in service of a UE 52 changes; and

a sending unit 512, configured to send timing adjust-
ment signaling to correct uplink timing of the UE 52
if the judging unit 511 determines that an AP in serv-
ice of the UE 52 changes, so as to enable the UE 52
to adjust the timing.

[0051] As shown in FIG. 7, the sending unit 512 may
include:

a timing obtaining subunit 5121, configured to obtain
the uplink timing of an AP in service closest to the
UE 52;
a timing adjusting subunit 5122, configured to adjust
the uplink timing of the UE 52 according to the uplink
timing of the AP in service closest to the UE 52 ob-
tained by the timing obtaining subunit(5121); and
a signaling sending subunit 5123, configured to send
the timing adjustment signaling to the UE 52.

[0052] The timing obtaining subunit 5121 is specifically
configured to: measure time of arrival of a strong UE sig-
nal at each AP in service, determine the earliest time of
arrival as the time of arrival of the strong UE signal at the
AP in service closest to the UE 52, and obtain the uplink
timing of the AP in service closest to the UE 52.
[0053] The network-side device 51 may further in-
clude:

a receiving unit 513, configured to receive informa-
tion about a first AP, wherein the information about
the first AP is reported by the UE after the UE meas-
ures that a difference between the signal quality of
the first AP except an anchor AP of the UE and the
signal quality of the anchor AP is less than a first
preset value, and the anchor AP is the AP corre-
sponding to a best-quality signal received by the UE
52; and
a first adding unit 514, configured to add the first AP
as an AP in service of the UE according to the infor-
mation about the first AP received by the receiving
unit 513.

[0054] As shown in FIG. 8, the network-side device 51
may further include:

a measuring unit 515, configured to measure quality
of signals received by different APs from the UE 52;
and
a second adding unit 516, configured to add a second
AP as an AP in service of the UE 52 after it is deter-
mined that, according to the measurement result of
the measuring unit 515, a difference between the
quality of a signal received by the second AP except
the anchor AP of the UE and the quality of a signal
received by the anchor AP of the UE 52 is less than
a second preset value; and notify the judging unit
511 that an AP in service changes.

[0055] The network-side device 51 may be an eNodeB
or an AP in service, and the eNodeB is an example of
base stations.
[0056] In the network-side device above, after the judg-
ing unit 511 determines that an AP in service of the UE
52 changes, the sending unit 512 sends timing adjust-
ment signaling to correct the uplink timing of the UE 52
so as to enable the UE 52 to adjust the timing, thereby
shortening the delay of uplink signals received by the
APs in service. By still applying a short uplink CP, the
system relieves inter-symbol crosstalk and inter-subcar-
rier interference, and therefore reduces the system over-
head and improves the utilization of system capacity.
[0057] As shown in FIG. 9, a UE provided in an em-
bodiment of the present invention includes:

a signaling receiving unit 521, configured to receive
timing adjustment signaling sent by a base station
51; and
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a timing adjusting unit 522, configured to adjust up-
link timing of the UE 52 according to the timing ad-
justment signaling received by the signaling receiv-
ing unit 521.

[0058] As shown in FIG. 10, the UE 52 may further
include:

a signal quality measuring unit 523, configured to
measure qualities of signals received from APs ex-
cept an anchor AP of the UE 52; and
a reporting unit 524, configured to report information
about a first AP to the network-side device 51 after
the signal quality measuring unit 523 measures a
difference between signal quality from the first AP
except an anchor AP of the UE and the signal quality
from the anchor AP is less than a first preset value.

[0059] In the UE above, the signaling receiving unit
521 receives timing adjustment signaling sent by the net-
work-side device 51, and the timing adjusting unit 522
adjusts the uplink timing of the UE 52 according to the
timing adjustment signaling received by the signaling re-
ceiving unit 521, thereby shortening the delay of uplink
signals received by the APs in service. By still applying
a short uplink CP, the system relieves inter-symbol cross-
talk and inter-subcarrier interference, and therefore re-
duces the system overhead and improves the utilization
of system capacity.
[0060] After reading the foregoing embodiments,
those skilled in the art are clearly aware that the present
invention may be implemented through hardware, or
through software in addition to a necessary universal
hardware platform. Based on such understanding, the
technical solution under the present invention may be
embodied in a software product. The software product
may be stored in non-volatile storage media (such as a
CD-ROM, a USB flash disk, or a mobile hard disk), and
may include several instructions that enable a computer
device (such as a personal computer, a server, or a net-
work-side device) to perform the methods specified in
any embodiment of the present invention.
[0061] It is understandable to those skilled in the art
that the accompanying drawings are only schematic di-
agrams of the exemplary embodiments, and that the units
or processes in the accompanying drawings are not man-
datory for implementing the present invention.
[0062] It is understandable to those skilled in the art
that the units in an apparatus provided in an embodiment
of the present invention may be distributed into the ap-
paratus described herein, or may be located in one or
more apparatuses different from the apparatus described
herein. The units may be integrated into one unit, or split
into multiple subunits.
[0063] The serial number of each embodiment above
is provided for ease of description only and does not rep-
resent the order of preference of the embodiment.
[0064] The above descriptions are merely exemplary

embodiments of the present invention, but not intended
to limit the scope of the present invention. Any modifica-
tions or variations that can be derived by those skilled in
the art shall fall within the scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A timing adjustment method, comprising:

judging (S101) whether an Access Point, AP, in
service of a User Equipment, UE, changes; and
sending (S102) timing adjustment signaling to
correct uplink timing of the UE if an AP in service
of the UE changes, so as to enable the UE to
adjust the timing.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein:

the judging (S101) whether an AP in service of
the UE changes comprises: checking whether
an AP in service is added for the UE and/or an
AP in service is deleted for the UE.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the check-
ing whether an AP in service is added for the UE
comprises:

after the UE measures that a difference between
a quality of a signal of a first AP except an anchor
AP of the UE and a quality of a signal of the
anchor AP is less than a first preset value, add-
ing the first AP as an AP in service of the UE
according to the information about the first AP
reported by the UE, wherein the anchor AP is
an AP corresponding to a best-quality signal re-
ceived by the UE;
or, comprises:

measuring quality of signals received by dif-
ferent APs from the UE; and
after determining a difference between a
quality of a signal received by an second
AP except the anchor AP of the UE and the
quality of a signal received by the anchor
AP of the UE is less than a second preset
value, adding the second AP as an AP in
service of the UE, wherein the anchor AP
is an AP corresponding to a best-quality sig-
nal received by the UE.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1-3,
wherein:

the sending (102) the timing adjustment signal-
ing to correct the uplink timing of the UE com-
prises:
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obtaining uplink timing of an AP in service
closest to the UE; and
adjusting the uplink timing of the UE accord-
ing to the uplink timing of the AP in service
closest to the UE, and sending the timing
adjustment signaling to the UE.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein:

the obtaining the uplink timing of the AP in serv-
ice closest to the UE comprises:

measuring time of arrival of a specific-
strength UE signal received by each AP in
service; and
determining the earliest time of arrival of the
specific-strength UE signal as the time of
arrival of the specific-strength UE signal at
the AP in service closest to the UE, and ob-
taining the uplink timing of the AP in service
closest to the UE.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein:

the timing adjustment signaling is carried in sig-
naling that is sent by a base station to notify the
UE of a change of a coordination mode, or car-
ried in other downlink control signaling.

7. The method according to claim 1, wherein:

before the sending (S102) the timing adjustment
signaling to correct the uplink timing of the UE,
the method further comprises:

determining that a change of the earliest
time of arrival of a specific-strength UE sig-
nal at an AP in service exceeds a preset
threshold.

8. A timing adjustment system, comprising:

a network-side device (51), configured to judge
whether an Access Point,AP, in service of a User
Equipment, UE (52), changes, and send timing
adjustment signaling to correct uplink timing of
the UE (52) if an AP in service of the UE(52)
changes, so as to enable the UE (52) to adjust
the timing; and
the UE (52), configured to receive the timing ad-
justment signaling sent by the network-side de-
vice (51), and adjust the uplink timing of the UE
(52) according to the timing adjustment signal-
ing.

9. A network-side device, comprising:

a judging unit (511), configured to judge whether

an Access Point, AP, in service of a User Equip-
ment, UE, changes; and
a sending unit (512), configured to send timing
adjustment signaling to correct uplink timing of
the UE if the judging unit (511) determines that
an AP in service of the UE changes, so as to
enable the UE to adjust the timing.

10. The network-side device according to claim 9,
wherein the sending unit (512) comprises:

a timing obtaining subunit (5121), configured to
obtain uplink timing of an AP in service closest
to the UE;
a timing adjusting subunit (5122), configured to
adjust the uplink timing of the UE according to
the uplink timing of the AP in service closest to
the UE obtained by the timing obtaining subunit
(5121); and
a signaling sending subunit (5123), configured
to send the timing adjustment signaling to the
UE.

11. The network-side device according to claim 10,
wherein:

the timing obtaining subunit (5121) is specifically
configured to measure time of arrival of a spe-
cific-strength UE signal at each AP in service,
determine the earliest time of arrival as the time
of arrival of the specific-strength UE signal at
the AP in service closest to the UE, and obtain
the uplink timing of the AP in service closest to
the UE.

12. The network-side device according to claim 9, further
comprising:

a receiving unit (513), configured to receive in-
formation about a first AP, wherein the informa-
tion about the first AP is reported by a UE after
the UE measures that a difference between the
signal quality of the first AP except an anchor
AP of the UE and the signal quality of the anchor
AP is less than a first preset value, and the an-
chor AP is an AP corresponding to a best-quality
signal received by the UE; and
a first adding unit (514), configured to add the
first AP as an AP in service of the UE according
to the information about the first AP received by
the receiving unit (513), and notify the judging
unit (511) that an AP in service changes.

13. The network-side device according to claim 9, further
comprising:

a measuring unit (515), configured to measure
quality of signals received by different APs from
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the UE; and
a second adding unit (516), configured to add a
second AP as an AP in service of the UE after
it is determined that, according to a measure-
ment result of the measuring unit (515), a differ-
ence between the quality of a signal received by
the second AP except an anchor AP of the UE
and the quality of a signal received by the anchor
AP of the UE is less than a second preset value;
and notify the judging unit (511) that an AP in
service changes.

14. The network-side device according to claim 9,
wherein the network-side device is a base station or
an AP in service.

15. A User Equipment, UE, comprising:

a signaling receiving unit (521), configured to
receive timing adjustment signaling sent by a
base station; and
a timing adjusting unit (522), configured to adjust
uplink timing of the UE according to the timing
adjustment signaling received by the signaling
receiving unit (521).

16. The UE according to claim 15, further comprising:

a signal quality measuring unit (523), configured
to measure quality of signals received from APs
except an anchor AP of the UE; and
a reporting unit (524), configured to report infor-
mation about a first AP to the network-side de-
vice after the signal quality measuring unit (523)
measures a difference between signal quality
from the first AP except an anchor AP of the UE
and the signal quality from the anchor AP is less
than a first preset value.
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